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Germany is a combination of cutting-edge cool and time-
less tradition, wrapped in a package of spectacular
landscapes, vibrant metropolises and idyllic half-tim-
bered villages, architectural masterpieces and fairytale

palaces.
Indeed, the toughest thing about your first-time venture into

Germany may be deciding your route. Its cities are high-tech
hubs with an infectious energy, happening cultural and dining
scenes. The great outdoors deliver cinematic changing scenery,
from wind-battered coasts to sky-scratching Alpine peaks. You
can visit castles and cathedrals built before Columbus set sail or
take in the latest trends in street art. Wherever you go, Germany
is here to charm, enlighten and surprise you.

BERLIN
Since the fall of the Wall in 1989, Berlin has been on a breath-

less journey to turn itself into one of the world’s most vibrant cap-
ital cities. Go ahead and snap those selfies with the Reichstag, the
Brandenburg Gate, Checkpoint Charlie and other famous land-
marks. And yes, do stand in awe of the monumental antiquities in
the Pergamon Museum or the eternal beauty of Queen Nefertiti
at the Neues Museum. But then tap more deeply into this caul-
dron of cultural experimentation by checking out those ‘only-in-
Berlin’ places.

Hit the Tempelhofer Feld, a former airport turned urban frol-
icking zone for everyone from kite-surfers to community garden-
ers. Across town, get a bead on the contemporary art scene at
the Boros Collection in a WWII-era bunker or treat your ears to
a concert at Silent Green, a crematorium reborn as a cultural cen-
tre. On a hot summer day, there are few better places for cooling
off than the Badeschiff, a cargo barge up-cycled into a beach
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